
Human Induced Climate Change and Habitat Destruction.

This is something that we have collectively brought upon ourselves. It is such an urgent problem that

it threatens all life on Earth as we know it and the intricate life supporting web and mechanisms that

allow its continued existence on this planet of ours.

Humanity is organised into massive groups on different subjects. None of these show true unity.

They are:

Nations (Patriotism)

Religions (Belief)

Political Persuasion  - from left to right – (Outlook on Life)

We also have:

Corporations and Financial Institutions (Striving for Industrial Dominance, Progress and Profit)

To tackle the climate change and habitat destruction, which we collectively have created, that

threatens to destroy the life supporting systems of Earth, we need to UNITE HUMANITY at a higher

level.

To do this we need to understand the threat and comprehend the challenge we have given ourselves.

To achieve the necessary human unity we need a focused subject that avoids all other reasons (in the

brackets above) for human grouping, singular in purpose: SURVIVAL.

i4one does that!

How do I join? Two requirements: firstly be a member of the Human Species and secondly be able to

say or even just think “ I for one will not stand by and let our world die ” and mean it in your heart.

Satisfy both and you are in !!

New human grouping to add to above:

i4one (Survival)

It is because i4one is singularly focused and is so simple in construction and free and easy to join for

every human being on the planet that it can succeed in providing sufficient human unity to be

effective.

This degree of HUMAN SPECIES UNITY needs to be achieved first (WALK stage) before we can act

effectively (RUN stage), using the other groupings listed that we already have in place.

Trying to RUN before we can WALK doesn’t work, we all know that ! That is why we are not managing

to tackle effectively this urgent massive problem facing all of us.

Build that sufficiently large human unity first, i4one, then act! This is the SOLUTION!


